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 Alternatives 22 (1997), 493-521

 Democracies May Rarely Fight
 One Another, but Developed

 Socialist States Rarely Fight at All

 Ido Oren and Jude Hays*

 During the Cold War, US students of international relations paid rel-
 atively little attention to "second image" explanations of war.1 In re-
 cent years, though, one can clearly discern a growing emphasis on
 studying state structure and national attributes as causes of interna-
 tional outcomes. In particular, many recent studies focused on em-
 pirical investigations of the war/peace-proneness of liberal democra-
 tic countries. In these studies, little systematic evidence was found in
 support of the proposition that democratic countries are more pa-
 cific than nondemocracies,2 yet it was also found that relations
 among democracies were significantly more peaceful than relations
 among nondemocracies or among democracies and nondemocra-
 cies.3 The latter empirical result - the finding that democracies live
 in relative peace with one another - commands a rare degree of
 agreement, if not unanimity, among US scholars of international re-
 lations.4 This proposition was described as "close" to "an empirical
 law of international relations."5 No other generalization about inter-
 national politics has been portrayed in such striking terms.

 But the empirical fact of the "democratic peace" might not be as
 unique as is commonly believed. Regularities of foreign-policy be-
 havior can only be found where the analyst searches for them, and
 US political scientists tend to devote a disproportionate share of
 their resources and energy to searches oriented around the cate-
 gories of "democracy" and/or "liberalism." This is not surprising,
 since in contemporary US culture "liberal democracy" is the United
 States' predominant summary self-portrayal. Thus, inasmuch as US
 scholars of international relations tend to divide the world in relation
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 494 Democracies May Rarely Fight

 to this concept (e.g., "democracy" vs. "autocracy"), their scientific
 categories are hardly objective; rather, these categories reflect the
 political norms prevalent in the broader cultural context in which
 US political scientists operate.6

 If the goal of the science of international relations is to discover
 objective, lawlike patterns of actors' behavior, then the search for
 such patterns should not be biased by the researcher's geographical
 and cultural context. We believe that had US scholars cared to cor-

 rect this bias - had they searched for behavioral patterns character-
 istic of other types of states with the same intensity with which they
 search for the correlates of democratic/nondemocratic regime
 types - they would have discovered that the virtual "law" of the de-
 mocratic peace is not so special.7 If we were to classify states by cate-
 gories borrowed from non-Western cultural or socioeconomic set-
 tings, we might discover cross-national variations in conflict
 propensity that are no less substantial than those uncovered by stud-
 ies of democratic foreign policy.

 Thus, we seek to "normalize" claims about the peacefulness of
 democracies (i.e., "America-like" states) by arguing that such propo-
 sitions are but particular cases of a more general proposition about
 the peacefulness of countries that are similar relative to some nor-
 mative benchmark; if this general proposition were tested against
 data classified relative to other benchmarks (as we do below), it
 might be discovered that the fact of the "democratic peace" is not
 unique.

 There are a variety of attributes - linguistic, religious, socioeco-
 nomic, political, geographic, etc. - by which countries can be classi-
 fied into groups. Furthermore, in relation to every such attribute,
 groupings can vary considerably depending on the refinement of the
 categories. For example, if we divide the world along religious lines
 into Judeo-Christian vs. all other societies, then Israel, Argentina,
 and Sweden appear similar to each other; if we drop the hyphen
 from Judeo-Christian, Sweden remains similar to Argentina, yet both
 Sweden and Argentina become less similar to Israel; and if we break
 Christian down into Catholic and Protestant, then Argentina and Swe-
 den turn dissimilar.

 No single empirical study can possibly exhaust all such categories
 and their permutations. In this study, we chose to focus on the ana-
 lytical division of the world as it was viewed by the United States'
 chief rival during the Cold War. According to the Soviet theory of in-
 ternational relations, the international system was essentially parti-
 tioned into four groups of states, based on the nature of their so-
 cioeconomic structure: developed capitalist states, underdeveloped
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 states with a capitalist orientation, socialist states, and underdevel-
 oped states with a socialist orientation.8 We conducted a statistical
 analysis of the war propensity of these four groups of states during
 the years 1949-1989. We discovered that, regardless of the measure
 of war we employed, the advanced socialist states were by far the
 most peaceful, whereas the Third World states inclined toward so-
 cialism were the least peaceful. Capitalist states, underdeveloped and
 developed, were respectively the second and third least peaceful
 groups, both being more war-prone than advanced socialist states, yet
 more peaceful than the developing socialist states. This statistical pat-
 tern may represent another potential "lawlike" regularity of interna-
 tional politics, one that diminishes the uniqueness of the generaliza-
 tion of the democratic peace. While "democratic" states may have
 rarely fought with each other, "advanced socialist" states appear to
 have rarely fought at all.

 Lest there be a misunderstanding, we wish to stress that our
 study is in no way a replication of analyses of the democratic peace:
 our unit of analysis is the individual state, not the dyad, and our in-
 dependent variable is socioeconomic structure, not political regime
 type. Thus, what we question in this article is not the empirical cor-
 rectness of the fact of the democratic peace, but its singularity.

 In the following section we briefly explicate the Soviet categories
 of international classification. Then we describe the operationaliza-
 tion of our independent and dependent variables - state attributes
 and war/peace, respectively - and our data sources. Finally, we dis-
 cuss our statistical procedures and present the findings of the data
 analysis.

 How the Soviets Analytically Partitioned the World

 In his major treatise on international relations, V. I. Lenin, building
 upon the work of J. A. Hobson, theorized that imperialist expansion
 was caused by the search of financial capitalism for more profitable
 markets for its goods and investments; the competition over the dis-
 tribution and redistribution of colonies among the capitalist coun-
 tries caused armed conflict among them, and would lead to the even-
 tual destruction of the international capitalist system.9 The demise of
 capitalism, Lenin implied, was the solution to the problem of inter-
 national aggression.

 Lenin wrote his thesis on imperialism while in exile in Zurich, at
 a time when the vision of a socialist socioeconomic system on a large
 scale still lay in the future. Shortly thereafter, Lenin's revolutionary
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 vision became reality, but contrary to his expectations the revolution
 was confined to his own country alone. Thus, whereas Lenin wrote in
 a world that was wholly capitalistic (if divided into advanced-indus-
 trial and dependent-colonial capitalist spheres) - a world that he
 hoped would soon turn wholly socialist - his Soviet successors had to
 contend with more complex realities. Initially, they found themselves
 in an isolated socialist island, and subsequently in a world in which
 they turned their island into a "bloc," facing a hostile Western bloc
 and gradually also a group of newly independent countries compris-
 ing a "third" bloc. Not surprisingly, the Soviets repeatedly modified
 Lenin's theory of international relations and the attendant cate-
 gories of international classification to match the new realities.10

 The intricacies and details of the Soviet theory of international
 relations are not our main concern here.11 The theory was admit-
 tedly plagued by inconsistencies and ambiguities, as are Western so-
 cial scientific theories, not least the theory of the democratic
 peace.12 Our objective in this study is neither to refine nor to criticize
 the logic of Soviet theory but rather to conduct an inductive empiri-
 cal investigation based on analytical categories used in the theory.

 During the Cold War, the Soviets customarily divided the inter-
 national state system into three "worlds," distinguished by the do-
 mestic socioeconomic structure of their member states: the capitalist
 world, the socialist world, and the "developing," or "in-between,"
 world. The membership of the "in-between" world was, subdivided
 into two groups of states: those following a capitalist path and those
 following a noncapitalist path.13 The socialist camp was defined as
 "the social, economic, and political community of free and sovereign
 peoples united by close bonds of international socialist solidarity, by
 common interests and objectives, and following the path of socialism
 and communism."14 The capitalist camp was understood as consist-
 ing of the developed industrialized countries, whose economies were
 characterized by private ownership of the means of production and
 market-price mechanisms. The "in-between," capitalist-oriented cate-
 gory was populated by economically underdeveloped states who
 gained formal political independence from imperialist metropolitan
 rule yet who "did not go far enough in their elimination of residual
 capitalist economic influence," and who therefore remained "objects
 of semi-colonial exploitation." Finally, those developing countries
 that did act vigorously to repudiate their dependency on the devel-
 oped capitalist economies comprised the camp of "developing coun-
 tries following a non-capitalist path."15

 The emergence of relatively poor, agrarian countries whose lead-
 ers professed commitment to socialism created one of the ambiguities
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 of Soviet theory. On the one hand, a distinction had to be drawn be-
 tween such states and other developing states on the ground that
 they admirably sought to extricate themselves from postcolonial de-
 pendency. On the other hand, so long as their economies remained
 agrarian and backward, classifying these states as "socialist" would
 have amounted to an admission of the existence of hierarchy within
 the socialist world (which would have undermined the credibility of
 the Marxist condemnation of the hierarchy of the capitalist order).
 The construction of the new category of "developing countries fol-
 lowing a non-capitalist path" resulted from this conundrum (for
 short, we henceforth refer to this group as "developing-socialist,"
 even though the Soviets did not use this exact term). Some of these
 countries, Cuba for instance, were eventually recognized by the So-
 viet Union as "socialist," but Soviet writings nevertheless continued
 to reflect their distinct (de facto less developed) status by customar-
 ily differentiating these countries from the original, more advanced,
 members of the socialist bloc.16

 Some readers might feel that the Soviet perspective on interna-
 tional relations, in contrast to Western social-scientific perspectives,
 does not deserve the label "theory" as much as "ideology," and that
 Soviet categories of international relations are therefore unworthy of
 rigorous operationalization and statistical testing. We agree that in
 the Soviet Union the distinction between theory and ideology was
 rather thin; indeed, in Russia the term ideology never carried the pe-
 jorative connotation that it acquired in the United States during the
 Cold War.17 But we beg to differ with the drawing of a sharp contrast
 between Soviet "ideology" and Western social-scientific "theory," be-
 cause as we argued earlier the US scientific search for correlates of
 democracy is hardly devoid of normative ideological content. If one
 recognizes that beneath the seemingly objective category democracy is
 the image America, and if one, furthermore, takes note of the fact
 that the "democratic peace" proposition is currently an official Wash-
 ington doctrine no less than a social-scientific law,18 then the al-
 legedly clear boundary between "ideology" and "theory" becomes
 much more blurred.

 The Data

 In assigning the members of the international system into the four
 socioeconomic groupings, we tried to follow as closely as possible the
 Soviets' own classification. Thus, to determine the composition of
 the "advanced-socialist" and "developing-socialist" groups, we consulted
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 the membership and affiliation records of the Council for Mutual
 Economic Assistance (CMEA, or Comecon), the Soviet-led organiza-
 tion of international economic cooperation. In addition to the Soviet
 Union, the founding members of the organization (established in
 1949) included Albania, Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Czechoslova-
 kia, Poland, and East Germany. Starting in the mid-1950s, a number
 of underdeveloped Asian and, later, African and Latin American
 countries were allowed to participate as "observers" in CMEA pro-
 ceedings. Three of these countries - Mongolia, Cuba, and Vietnam -
 were subsequently admitted into CMEA membership, respectively in
 1962, 1975, and 1978. In practice, though, CMEA's original members
 continued to recognize the relative backwardness of the new mem-
 ber states, and special, preferential-aid programs were designed to
 accelerate their development.19 A de facto division within CMEA
 membership ranks was thus maintained.

 The cases of several countries are somewhat ambiguous. Yu-
 goslavia's level of industrialization was more or less at par with CMEA
 founding members, yet for political reasons it never fully joined the
 organization. Nevertheless, in 1956 Yugoslavia gained an "observer"
 status within CMEA, and in 1964 it signed an agreement with the or-
 ganization whereby it became an "associate" member. Albania was an
 original member of CMEA, despite being significantly less developed
 economically than the other members. In 1961, Albania ceased its ac-
 tive participation in the organization, but it never formally withdrew
 from membership nor was it expelled from CMEA. China was an ob-
 server between 1956 and 1966. In terms of its level of industrial de-

 velopment, China has been underdeveloped throughout the Cold
 War, which helps explain why it was not admitted into full member-
 ship even when Sino-Soviet relations were good. In later years, its sta-
 tus (as viewed from Moscow) became ambiguous. On the one hand,
 it clearly was not capitalist in its socioeconomic orientation, but on
 the other hand China came to be regarded as practicing "Maoism," a
 deviant socioeconomic doctrine that diverged sharply from Soviet
 "Marxism-Leninism. "20

 In this study, we classify as "developed socialist" the original
 members of CMEA and, on account of its being clearly "developed,"
 Yugoslavia (from 1956). 21 Third World countries who were granted
 an "observer" status in CMEA, even if later admitted as members, are

 classified as "developing socialist" for the years of their observer-
 ship/membership. For example, Cuba - who became a CMEA ob-
 server in 1965 and a member in 1972 - is coded as "developing so-
 cialist" for the years 1965-1989 and "developing capitalist" during
 1949-1964.22
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 We classified all those countries that were neither "developed so-
 cialist" nor "developing socialist" (for at least a part of the period
 under study) as capitalist, but unfortunately we were unable to find a
 Soviet listing clearly breaking down the capitalist world into devel-
 oped and underdeveloped states. As a substitute, we classified as "de-
 veloped capitalist" those states that were listed as such by the US De-
 partment of State.23 With two exceptions, the "developed" countries
 listed by the State Department were all members of the Organization
 of Economic Cooperation and Development.24 We believe that a So-
 viet listing of developed capitalist states would have largely over-
 lapped with the list used here. Finally, the "developing capitalist"
 group includes the remaining members of the international system.25

 In Appendix A, we provide the full list of the members of the in-
 ternational system during the period 1949-1989 as we classified them
 by the four socioeconomic categories. A glance at the list reveals that
 the group of capitalist-oriented developing countries (CAP-LDC) is
 by far the largest of the four. Members of this group - many of whom
 gained independence in the 1960s and 1970s and some of whom
 later adopted a socialist orientation - together account for 3,380
 "nation-years" of membership in the international system (the total
 nation-years figure is computed by adding up the length of system
 membership, in years, of the individual members of the group; years
 of membership subsequent to adoption of socialist orientation are
 excluded). Measured in total nation-years of system membership, the
 second-largest group of nations is the developed capitalist (CAP-
 DEV) bloc (1,104 nation-years), followed by the developed socialist
 and developing socialist groups (with 362 and 244 nation-years,
 respectively) .

 There is no consensus among empirical analysts of international
 relations about the operational definition of our dependent vari-
 able - "war." In order to minimize the dependence of our statistical
 inference upon the peculiarities of particular definitions of war, we
 decided to perform three parallel data analyses of the relationship
 between socioeconomic structure and war-proneness, with each
 analysis employing a count of wars derived from a different data set.
 Our confidence in the validity of our statistical results will be en-
 hanced to the extent that a similar statistical pattern would hold
 across all three analyses.

 The first data source we used in order to measure the war-prone-
 ness of nations is the Correlates of War (COW) data set, compiled by
 researchers at the University of Michigan (principal investigators: J.
 David Singer and Melvin Small). The COW international war data set
 is divided into subsets of interstate wars (wars between sovereign
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 member states of the international system) and extrasystemic wars
 (involving one or more sovereign states on one side against nonstate
 groups, e.g., national liberation movements, on the other). Both sub-
 sets, interstate and extrasystemic wars, are included in our analysis
 (civil wars are excluded).26

 One of the central coding rules employed by COW investigators
 is that violent conflicts count as wars only if they involved at least one
 thousand battle deaths (and only parties that suffered at least one
 hundred casualties are counted as war participants). This rule was
 justly criticized on the grounds that it conflates measurement of the
 very occurrence of war with measurement of its consequences and
 that it artificially leads to an undercount of the incidence of inter-
 national violence.27 In contrast to the COW data, the other two data
 sets we use in this study - one gathered by Herbert Tillema, another
 by Klaus Jürgen Gantzel - do not use casualty levels as a coding
 criterion.

 Tillema compiled a list of 269 international armed conflicts that
 started between 1945 and 1988. According to Tillema's operational
 definition, an event is counted as an "international armed conflict"

 if it entails "foreign overt military intervention undertaken by one or
 more states within one or more political territories." A foreign inter-
 vention is considered overt if it involves "combatant or combat-

 preparatory military operations conducted ... by units of a state's
 regular military forces." Thus, "less blatant forms of international in-
 terference such as covert operations, military alerts, show of force"
 and the like, or activities conducted by units other than the state's
 regular forces, are excluded.28

 The third data set used in this study is the register of "wars since
 the second world war" compiled by the Unit for the Study of Wars,
 Armaments and Development at the University of Hamburg, under
 the direction of Klaus Jürgen Gantzel. Interestingly, this data-gather-
 ing project was originally launched behind the iron curtain by Istvan
 Kende of Budapest's Karl Marx University.29 Kende later delivered
 his data to Gantzel, who continued to extend and update them.30
 Thus, using Gantzel's war register is most consistent with our aspira-
 tion to analyze international relations from a non-US perspective.

 Gantzel and his colleagues, following Kende, define war as a "vi-
 olent mass conflict" involving at least one "regular armed force of a
 government in power," in which "both sides show a minimum of cen-
 trally directed organization of the fighting" and in which "the armed
 operations show a certain degree of continuity and are not only
 spontaneous occasional confrontations."31 Based on these criteria,
 186 wars begun since 1945 have been identified.32 These wars were
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 classified into interstate wars (involving nation-states on both sides),
 wars of decolonization (waged between metropolitan colonial powers
 and indigenous liberation movements), and internal (civil) wars.
 Wars in each category were further subdivided into those that en-
 tailed foreign intervention (beyond the initial combatants) and
 those that did not. Because the present study examines only the be-
 havior of states, we excluded from our analysis those internal wars
 that involved no foreign intervention; as for the remaining wars - in-
 ternal, interstate, and decolonization - we did not record the partic-
 ipation of nonstate entities such as secessionist militias and revolu-
 tionary fronts.33 We also disregarded those wars that ended prior to
 the temporal domain of our study or that began subsequent to it.
 Thus, we are left with 84 wars fought during the years 1949-1989; the
 list of these wars is provided in appendix B.34

 The temporal domain of this study is the period 1949-1989. The
 year 1949 is, in our judgment, the first year in which the notion of a
 "socialist bloc" became reality; it marks the consolidation of socialist
 regimes in Eastern Europe and the formation of CMEA. The year
 1989 was selected as the endpoint since it marked the collapse of the
 socialist bloc.

 The unit of observation in our analyses is the nation-year; that is,
 each data point denotes the socioeconomic structure and the behav-
 ioral record of an individual state during one calendar year. The so-
 cioeconomic structure of a state is a nominal variable assuming, for
 every nation-year, one of the four values discussed above (developed
 and developing capitalist, developed and developing socialist). The
 dependent variable is a count (or rather three separate counts de-
 rived from three data sets) of the number of wars in which a state was
 engaged in any given year. For example, for the year 1983 the United
 States receives a score of zero based on the COW data, a score of 1

 based on Gantzel's data (reflecting the invasion of Grenada), and a
 score of 2 based on Tillema's data (reflecting the invasion of
 Grenada and the US Marines' intervention in Lebanon). If a state
 participated in a war that lasted more than one year, the state is
 coded to have fought in each one of these calendar years. For exam-
 ple, based on the COW data, the United States receives a score of 1
 for the years 1950-1953 (Korea) and 1965-1973 (Vietnam).

 The pattern reflected in the example of the US war record for
 1983 is indicative of the difference among the three data sets more
 generally. Based on the COW data, we counted a total of 412 war-
 years for all system members during the period 1949-1989 (the war-
 year figure is computed by adding up the scores; e.g., 0, 1, 2 ... of
 the individual nation-years). The same aggregate count, based on the
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 Gantzel and Tillema data sets, yielded totals of 1,069 and 1,919 war-
 years respectively. Thus, COW is clearly the thinnest of the three data
 sets - probably due to its stringent battle-death threshold; whereas
 Tillema's data are the richest (even though the Tillema-based series
 ends in 1988), with Gantzel's data in between.

 Data Analysis

 Tables 1-3 provide comparisons of the frequency of war-engagement
 per nation-year across the four socioeconomic categories of nations
 (the design of the three tables is identical; the differences among
 them are in the cell-counts alone, which reflect the differences

 among the data sets we used to measure war). In the columns la-
 beled zero to nine, the value reported in each cell denotes the num-
 ber of nation-years in which members of the relevant socioeconomic
 category were engaged in the above-labeled number of wars. For ex-
 ample, from the first row of table 1 we learn that of the total of 244
 nation-years of system-membership accounted by developing socialist
 countries, 191 nation-years were peaceful, in 31 cases these nations
 were engaged in one war, in 14 cases they were engaged in two wars
 simultaneously, in 7 cases they engaged in three, and in one case in
 four wars simultaneously. In the rightmost column of each table, we
 report a summary measure of the war propensity of members of the
 four socioeconomic categories - the average number of wars in
 which members of every category were engaged each year.

 Two patterns are clearly manifest in the data reported in tables
 1-3. First, the ordering of the magnitudes of the average war propen-
 sities of the four socioeconomic groups is identical across all three ta-
 bles. Regardless of the data set employed to measure the frequency
 of war, we found that during the period 1949-1989 (1949--1988 for
 the Tillema data) the developing socialist states were, on average, the
 most warlike, the developed capitalist states were the second most
 war-prone, followed by the developing capitalist and the developed
 socialist states, in that order.

 Second, across all three data sets we used, the difference be-

 tween the average war-engagement frequencies of the developed so-
 cialist states (the most peaceful group) and the developing capitalist
 states (the second most peaceful group) is extremely large. Develop-
 ing capitalist countries fought, on average, about 10 times, 4 times,
 or 5 times as often as the developed socialist states (according to
 COW, Gantzel, and Tillema data, respectively). Thus, our data show
 that between 1949 and 1989 the advanced socialist countries were by
 far more peaceful than any other socioeconomic group of nations.
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 Table 1. Number of Wars Engaged-in per Nation-Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure- COW Data

 Zero One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight Nine Mean

 SOC-LDC 191 31 14 7 1 .344

 CAP-DEV 1,008 64 11 15 5 1 .141
 CAP-LDC 3,220 151 8 1 .050
 SOC-DEV 360 2 .005

 Table 2. Number of Wars Engaged-in per Nation-Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure - Gantzel Data

 Zero One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight Nine Mean

 SOC-LDC 124 83 29 8 .676
 CAP-DEV 873 144 47 34 5 1 .331

 CAP-LDC 2,923 396 55 6 .155
 SOC-DEV 347 15 .041

 Table 3. Number of Wars Engaged-in per Nation-Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure - Tillema Data

 Zero One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight Nine Mean

 SOC-LDC 77 125 22 6 1 .831
 CAP-DEV 736 222 79 24 6 4 3 3 1 .505
 CAP-LDC 2359 694 189 22 2 2 .354

 SOC-DEV 327 25 1 .076

 Could it be, though, that the distributions of the data reported
 in tables 1-3 were generated by mere chance? To rule out the null
 hypothesis - that the socioeconomic structure of states and their war
 propensity are independent of each other - we calculated the ex-
 pected (estimated) counts for every cell in the three contingency ta-
 bles and computed the chi-square (%2) statistic for each table. The
 chi-square test requires, as a rule of thumb, a minimum of five ex-
 pected events per cell,35 and because many of the cells in the higher-
 value (or right) columns contain fewer expected observations we col-
 lapsed the data in these columns as indicated in tables 4-6. The
 chi-square statistic is based on a comparison of the observed and the
 expected (estimated) counts in each cell of tables 4-6. 36 The greater
 the differences between the expected and observed values, the larger
 the magnitude of the chi-square statistic, hence the greater our con-
 fidence that socioeconomic state structure and war propensity are
 not statistically independent of each other.37
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 Table 4. Number of Wars Engaged-in per Nation- Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure- COW Data: Expected Values in Parentheses

 Zero One or More Total

 SOC-LDC 191 53 244

 (229.1) (14.9)
 CAP-DEV 1,008 96 1,104

 (1,036.5) (67.5)
 CAP-LDC 3,220 160 3,380

 (3,173.5) (206.5)
 SOC-DEV 360 2

 (339.9) (22.1) 362
 TOTAL 4,779 311 5,090

 X2 = 147.2

 ^ = 11.34(3 01)

 Table 5. Number of Wars Engaged-in per Nation- Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure - Gantzel Data Expected Values in Parentheses

 Zero One Two or More Total

 SOC-LDC 124 83 37 244

 (204.5) (30.6) (8.9)
 CAP-DEV 873 144 87 1,104

 (925.5) (138.4) (40.1)
 CAP-LDC 2,923 396 61 3,380

 (2,833.5) (423.7) (122.8)
 SOC-DEV 347 15 0 362

 (303.5) (45.4) (13.2)
 TOTAL 4,267 638 185 5,090

 X2 = 343.7

 X^ = 16.81 (6df)

 Table 6. Number of Wars Engaged-in per Nation- Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure - Tillema Data Expected Values in Parentheses

 Zero One Two or More Total*

 SOC-LDC 77 125 29 231

 (163.9) (49.9) (17.1)
 CAP-DEV 736 222 120 1,078

 (765.1) (233.1) (79.8)
 CAP-LDC 2,359 694 215 3,268

 (2,319.4) (706.6) (242.0)
 SOC-DEV 327 25 1 353

 (250.5) (76.3) (26.1)
 TOTAL 3,499 1,066 365 4,930

 X2 = 275.17
 *& = 16.81 (6df)
 *The marginals in this column are smaller in magnitude than those reported in

 tables 4-5 because Tillema's data series is one year shorter (ending in 1988) than the
 COW and Gantzel series.
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 The chi-square estimates are reported at the bottom of each
 table, as are the critical chi-square values above which we can reject
 the null hypothesis at the .01 level of confidence (in other words,
 above which there is but a very small probability that the observed
 data distribution was generated by random chance). In all three
 cases, the magnitudes of the chi-square statistics is very large, and in
 all cases it far exceeds the critical values (X^)- Thus, we infer that re-
 gardless of the data set used to tally the frequency of war, there exists
 a substantial, and statistically significant, covariation between the so-
 cioeconomic structure of states and their proclivity to engage in in-
 ternational war.

 Implicit in our analysis was the assumption that the data counts
 were produced by a multinomial experiment. Therefore, to the ex-
 tent that the properties of the multinomial experiment were vio-
 lated, the validity of our statistical inference might be threatened. In
 particular, the pooled-time-series nature of our data set renders it a
 candidate for violation of the (multinomial experiment's) assump-
 tion that the individual observations are independent of each other.
 In our data, the observations - namely, the counts of the number of
 wars engaged in by an individual state in a given year - may be de-
 pendent upon one another in two ways. First, there may be autocor-
 related observations within units (states) across time; this problem
 arises in the cases of wars that spanned more than one calendar year
 and are therefore recorded as multiple events. Secondly, there may
 be contemporaneous covariation across units (states) in time - this
 problem is most likely to arise in cases in which existing wars lead to
 escalatory interventions in adjacent territories, if the "offshoot" in-
 terventions are recorded as distinct conflicts (for example, in the
 Gantzel data set the conflicts in Vietnam and Cambodia are recorded

 separately, but it is improbable that the US intervention in Cambodia
 would have occurred independently of its involvement in Vietnam).

 In our judgment, the first source of violation of the indepen-
 dence assumption - serial correlation - poses a greater potential
 threat to our inference than contemporaneous covariation. Even a
 cursory examination of data on international war suggests that the
 number of conflicts that endured across calendar years was rather
 high and that, largely as a result of this fact, the behavior of a state at
 time t is a very strong indicator of its behavior at t+1. To eliminate
 this source of serial correlation, we supplemented our above analy-
 sis with an analysis of the relationship between the socioeconomic
 structure of states and the number of wars they entered into. We
 counted the number of wars-entered-into based on exactly the same
 data we used to count the number of wars-engaged-in. The difference
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 between the two measures is that the first one records a state's war

 participation only for the year in which it entered into the war (even
 if the war continued in subsequent years); whereas the latter indica-
 tor records war participation for all years in which the state was ac-
 tively involved in the war.38

 The frequencies of wars-en tered-in to each nation-year, compared
 across socioeconomic categories, are reported in tables 7-9 (for the
 COW, Gantzel, and Tillema-based counts, respectively). The patterns
 evident in the data are remarkably similar to those that emerged
 from the earlier analysis. The ordering of the categories in terms of
 the war-proneness of their members remains exactly the same as be-
 fore. Irrespective of the data set employed to produce the war-
 frequency count, the developed socialist states are found to have
 been, on average, the most peaceful during the period 1949-1989.

 Table 7. Number of Wars Entered-into per Nation- Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure- COW Data

 Zero One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Mean

 SOC-LDC 233 9 1 1 .061

 CAP-DEV 1,070 34 .031
 CAP-LDC 3,328 51 1 .016
 SOC-DEV 360 2 .005

 Table 8. Number of Wars Entered-into per Nation-Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure - Gantzel Data

 Zero One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Mean

 SOC-LDC 227 17 .070

 CAP-DEV 1,037 63 3 1 .065
 CAP-LDC 3,269 106 5 .034
 SOC-DEV 359 3 .008

 Table 9. Number of Wars Entered-into per Nation- Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure- Tillema Data

 Zero One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Mean

 SOC-LDC 201 22 5 3 .177
 CAP-DEV 944 113 13 5 2 1 .157

 CAP-LDC 2,922 303 40 3 .120
 SOC-DEV 338 14 1 .045
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 The developing capitalist states are found to have been the second
 most peaceful, followed by the developed capitalist states. And the
 mean number of wars per year entered into by the developing so-
 cialist countries was the highest of all four groups. As before, the dif-
 ferential between the mean number of wars-per-year fought by the
 developed socialist states and the mean number for the second most
 peaceful category remains very large: developing capitalist countries
 fought roughly three to four times (depending on the data set) more
 often than their developed socialist counterparts.

 To compute chi-square test statistics for the three tables, we
 again had to collapse the cells in the less-populated columns (due to
 dearth of expected events). The resulting observed and expected
 (estimated) frequency counts, for all three data sets, are reported in
 table 10, along with the chi-square values. It is readily seen that the
 transition from wars-engaged-in to wars-en tered-in to (per year) as a
 measure of war propensity led to a substantial reduction in the mag-
 nitudes of the chi-square statistics; the values obtained in the earlier
 analysis indeed might have been inflated due to serial correlation.
 Still, deflated though they might be, the magnitudes of the chi-
 squares remain large and statistically significant at the .01 level. If so-
 cioeconomic structure and war-proneness were statistically indepen-
 dent of each other, the likelihood that we would have observed the

 distribution of frequencies reported in table 10 is extremely low.
 In sum, our data analysis demonstrates a very strong association be-

 tween the socioeconomic structure of states and their war-proneness.

 Table 10. Number of Wars Entered-into per Nation- Year, by Socioeconomic
 Structure: Expected Values in Parentheses

 COW Data Gantzel Data Tillema Data

 Zero > One Zero > One Total* Zero > One Total

 SOC-LDC 233 11 227 17 244 201 30 231

 (239.3) (4.7) (234.5) (9.5) (206.4) (24.6)
 CAP-DEV 1,070 34 1,037 67 1,104 944 134 1,078

 (1,082.5) (21.5) (1,061.1) (42.9) (963.2) (114.8)
 CAP-LDC 3,328 52 3,269 111 3,380 2,922 346 3,268

 (3,314.3) (65.7) (3,248.5) (131.5) (2,920) (348)
 SOC-DEV 360 2 359 3 362 338 15 353

 (355) (7) (347.9) (14.1) (315.4) (37.6)
 TOTALS 4,991 99 4,892 198 5,090 4,405 525 4,930

 X2= 22.58 34.11 20.14
 X2oi = 11.34 11.34 11.34
 df= 3 3 3

 *The row marginal sums are identical for the COW and the Gantzel-based data.
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 We find that during the cold war, developed socialist states were, by
 a wide margin, less war-prone than all other states. Developing so-
 cialist states were the most war-prone, while developed capitalist and
 developing capitalist states were respectively the second and third
 most war-prone groups. These findings are highly robust. They hold
 across three different counts of war (based on three separate data
 sets) , and they hold whether we measure war propensity in terms of
 wars engaged in annually or in terms of wars entered into.

 Now, one might question our conclusion regarding the pacific
 nature of the developed socialist camp on the ground that most of
 this camp's members were mere satellites of the Soviet Union and
 that, therefore, their peacefulness reflects lack of political ability to
 wage war, more than lack of political will. To this objection we offer
 two responses. First, arguments that stress the coercive character of
 Soviet policy toward Eastern Europe implicitly tend to compare the
 rigidly hierarchical intrasocialist relations with a mythical West in
 which allies of the United States were allegedly unconstrained in
 their conduct of foreign policy. But once intrasocialist relations are
 compared with a more realistic image of intracapitalist relations -
 properly acknowledging that allies of the United States were not fully
 free to act as they pleased either - the contrast between East and
 West blurs considerably, although it does not dissolve entirely. Sec-
 ondly, let us compare directly the war-frequency records of the
 United States and the Soviet Union alone. As the leading superpow-
 ers of the era, these countries were the least fettered by alliance con-
 straints in their decisions for war and peace. If the Soviet Union, the
 leader of the socialist camp, is found to have been more peaceful
 than its capitalist counterpart, the proposition that advanced social-
 ist states are most peaceful would gain added credibility.

 The number of wars in which the United States and the Soviet

 Union were involved during the period 1949-1989 (through 1988 for
 the Tillema data), are reported in the top row of table 11. Clearly,
 the Soviet Union fought fewer wars than did the United States. The

 Table 11. Comparison of US and Soviet War Proneness

 COW Data Gantzel Data Tillema Data

 US USSR US USSR US USSR

 Wars 2 1 11 3 13 7

 War-nation-yrs 13 1 54 15 43 17
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 ratios of Soviet to US wars are .50, .27, and .54 for the COW, Gantzel,
 and Tillema data, respectively. If we take war-duration into consider-
 ation, adding up the number of wars each superpower was involved
 in every year (see the bottom row of table 11), the difference be-
 tween the war propensities of the two countries becomes even
 starker: the ratios of Soviet to US war-years are .08, .28, and .39 for
 the COW, Gantzel, and Tillema data sets, respectively.39 Thus, it ap-
 pears that not only did advanced socialist countries as a group fight
 much more rarely than the advanced capitalist counterparts, so did
 their leader in comparison with the leader of the capitalist world.

 Conclusion

 In this study we analyzed the comparative war propensities of groups
 of states classified in accordance with the analytical categories of the
 Soviet theory of international relations. We found that during the
 period 1949-1989, developed socialist states went to war very rarely.
 The foreign-policy behavior of developed socialist states was signifi-
 cantly more peaceful than the behavior of any other socioeconomic
 group of states, including capitalist states. On the other hand, the
 group of developing socialist states was more war-prone than any
 other group of states during the same period. In other words, our re-
 sults show that during the Cold War, advanced socialist countries
 were far more peaceful than the developing and the developed capi-
 talist countries (in that order), who in turn were more peaceful than
 developing socialist states.

 Our goal is not to romanticize or resurrect the Soviet theory of
 international relations, but to "normalize" US social-scientific claims

 about the peacefulness of democratic countries. The social-scientific
 search for democratic peacefulness, we claim, is not about "democ-
 racy" per se but rather about the goodness of countries that are
 "America-like." This is why US political scientists tend to orient their
 search for "second image" propositions around the norm of "democ-
 racy." If we wish the science of international relations to be truly
 international, as opposed to being distinctly "American," a greater ef-
 fort should be made to incorporate concepts and analytical cate-
 gories borrowed from non-Western countries and cultures.40 If we do
 so, we might discover that although "democracies" may indeed be pa-
 cific, at least in relation to each other, other classes of states are

 equally so. The fact of the "democratic peace," in other words, may
 be true, but it is not particularly special.
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 Appendix A: Members of the International System,
 Classified by Socioeconomic Structure

 (Right hand columns show the years that countries are classified in a given category,
 e.g., Australia appears as a developed capitalist country for the years 1949 to 1989.)

 Countries CAP-DEV1 CAP-LDC* SOC-DEV3 SOC-LDC*

 1. Afghanistan 49-79 80-89
 2. Albania 49-89

 3. Algeria 63-89
 4. Angola 75 76-89
 5. Antigua 81-89
 6. Argentina 49-89
 7. Australia 49-89

 8. Austria 55-89

 9. Bahamas 73-89

 10. Bahrain 71-89

 11. Bangladesh 73-89
 12. Belgium 49-89
 13. Belize 81-89

 14. Benin 60-89

 15. Bhutan 71-89

 16. Bolivia 49-89

 17. Botswana 66-89

 18. Brazil 49-89

 19. Brunei 84-89

 20. Bulgaria 49-89
 21. Burkina Faso 60-89

 22. Burma 49-89
 23. Burundi 62-89

 24. Cambodia 53-79 80-89
 25. Cameroon 60-89

 26. Canada 49-89

 27. Cape Verde 75-89
 28. C. African Rep. 62-89
 29. Chad 60-89
 30. Chile 49-89

 31. China 49-55 56-86

 32. Colombia 49-89
 33. Comoros 75-89

 34. Congo 60-89
 35. Costa Rica 49-89

 36. Cuba 49-64 65-89
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 Countries CAP-DEV1 CAP-LDC2 SOC-DEV3 SOC-LDC4

 37. Cyprus 60-86
 38. Czechoslovakia 49-89

 39. Denmark 49-89

 40. Djibouti 77-89
 41. Dominican Rep. 49-89
 42. El Salvador 49-89
 43. Ecuador 49-89

 44. Egypt 49-89
 45. Ethiopia 49-77 78-89
 46. Fiji 70-89
 47. Finland 49-89

 48. France 49-89

 49. Gabon 60-89

 50. Gambia 65-89

 51. Germany, East 49-89
 52. Germany, West 49-89
 53. Ghana 57-89

 54. Greece 49-89

 55. Grenada 74-89

 56. Guatemala 49-89

 57. Guinea 58-92

 58. Guyana 66-89
 59. Haiti 49-89

 60. Honduras 49-89

 61. Hungary 49-89
 62. Iceland 49-89

 63. India 49-89

 64. Indonesia 49-89

 65. Iran 49-89

 66. Iraq 49-89
 67. Ireland 49-89

 68. Israel 49-89

 69. Italy 49-89
 70. Ivory Coast 60-92
 71. Jamaica 62-82
 72. Japan 52-89
 73. Jordan 49-89
 74. Kenya 63-92
 75. Korea, North 49-56 57-89
 76. Korea, South 49-89
 77. Kuwait 63-89
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 Countries CAP-DEV1 CAP-LDC2 SOC-DEV3 SOC-LDC4

 78. Laos 54-75 76-89

 79. Lebanon 49-89

 80. Lesotho 66-89

 81. Liberia 49-89

 82. Libya 53-89
 83. Luxembourg 49-89
 84. Malagasy 66-89
 85. Malawi 64-89

 86. Malaysia 57-89
 87. Maldives 65-89

 88. Mali 60-89

 89. Mauritania 60-89

 90. Mauritius 60-89

 91. Mexico 49-89

 92. Mongolia 49-57 58-89
 93. Morocco 56-89

 94. Mozambique 75-79 80-89
 95. Nepal 49-89
 96. Netherlands 49-89

 97. New Guinea 75-89

 98. New Zealand 49-89

 99. Nicaragua 49-82 83-89
 100. Niger 60-89
 101. Nigeria 60-89
 102. Norway 49-89
 103. Oman 71-89

 104. Pakistan 49-89

 105. Panama 49-89

 106. Paraguay 49-89
 107. Peru 49-89

 108. Philippines 49-89
 109. Poland 49-89

 110. Portugal 49-89
 111. Qatar 71-89
 112. Romania 49-89

 113. Rwanda 62-89

 114. São Tomé 75-89
 115. Saudi Arabia 49-89

 116. Senegal 60-89
 117. Seychelles 76-89
 118. Sierra Leone 61-89

 119. Singapore 65-89
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 Countries CAP-DEV1 CAP-LDC2 SOC-DEV3 SOC-LDC4

 120. Solomon Islands 78-89

 121. Somalia 60-89

 122. South Africa 49-89

 123. Spain 49-89
 124. Sri Lanka 49-89

 125. St. Kitts 83-89

 126. St. Lucia 79-89

 127. St. Vincent 80-89
 128. Sudan 56-89

 129. Suriname 75-89

 130. Swaziland 68-89

 131. Sweden 49-89

 132. Switzerland 49-89

 133. Syria 49-89
 134. Taiwan 48-89

 135. Tanzania 61-89

 136. Thailand 49-89

 137. Togo 60-89
 138. Trinidad and Tobago 62-89
 139. Tunisia 56-89

 140. Turkey 49-89
 141. Uganda 62-89
 142. USSR 49-89

 143. UAE 71-89

 144. UK 49-89

 145. USA 49-89

 146. Uruguay 49-89
 147. Vanuatu 81-89
 148. Venezuela 49-89

 149. Vietnam, North 54-57 58-89
 150. Vietnam, South 55-75
 151. W. Samoa 76-89

 152. Yemen 49-89

 153. Yemen, South 67-78 79-89

 154. Yugoslavia 49-55 56-89
 155. Zaire 60-89

 156. Zambia 64-89

 157. Zimbabwe 66-89

 Notes: 1. Developed capitalist countries.
 2. Capitalist-oriented developing countries.
 3. Developed socialist countries.
 4. Socialist-oriented developing countries.
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 Appendix B:
 International Wars Fought Between 1949 and 1989

 No. Name Year(s) Participants (state actors)

 Central America and Caribbean

 1 Operation Success 1954 Guatemala, USA
 2 Costa Rica 1955 Costa Rica, Nicaragua
 3 Dominican Republic 1965 Dominican Rep., USA
 4 Football War 1969 El Salvador, Honduras

 5 Nicaraguan Rev'n 1977-79 Nicaragua, Honduras
 6 Nicaragua-Contras 1981-90 Nicaragua, Honduras
 7 Grenada Invasion 1983 USA, Grenada
 8 US/Panama 1989 USA, Panama

 South America

 9 Peru/Ecuador 1981 Peru, Ecuador
 10 Falklands/Malvinas 1982 Argentina, UK

 Europe
 11 Greek Civil-phase 2 1946-49 Greece, UK
 12 Cyprus I 1955-59 UK
 13 Hungarian Uprising 1956 USSR
 14 Cyprus III 1974 Turkey, Cyprus, Greece

 North Africa

 15 Morocco 1952-56 France

 16 Algeria 1954-62 France
 17 Spanish Morocco 1957-58 Spain
 18 Bizerta Crisis 1961 Tunisia, France

 19 TindoufWar 1963-64 Morocco, Algeria
 20 Western Sahara 1975-91 Morocco, Mauritania,

 Algeria,
 Spain (1975 only),
 West Africa

 21 Guinea-Bissau 1963-74 Portugal
 22 Mali/B. Faso 1985 Mali, Burkina Faso,

 Central Africa

 23 Cameroon 1955-63 France

 24 Congo (Zaire) 1960-63 Belgium
 25 Zaire uprising 1964-66 Belgium, USA
 26 Chad Civil War 1966- Libya, France (both

 1980-89 only)
 27 Zaire (Shaba) 1977 Morocco
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 No. Name Year(s) Participants (state actors)

 28 Zaire (Shaba II) 1978 Belgium, France

 East Africa
 29 Kenya (Mau-Mau) 1952-56 UK
 30 Ogaden Uprising 1963-64 Somalia, Ethiopia
 31 Uganda/Tanzania I 1971-72 Uganda, Tanzania
 32 Ogaden War 1975-84 Somalia, Ethiopia, Cuba
 33 Uganda/Tanzania II 1978-79 Uganda, Libya, Tanzania

 Southern Africa

 34 Angola 1961- Phase 1 (to 1975):
 Portugal
 Phase 2: Angola, Cuba,
 Zaire, S. Africa

 35 Mozambique Decolon. 1964-74 Portugal, S. Africa,
 Rhodesia

 36 Rhodesia 1966-79 Mozambique, S. Africa
 37 Mozambique „ 1975- Mozambique, S. Africa,

 Nigeria, Tanzania,
 Zimbabwe, Malawi

 Middle East

 38 Arab-Israeli I 1948-49 Israel, Egypt, Syria,
 Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq,
 Saudi Arabia

 39 Aden-N. Yemen 1955-58 UK, North Yemen
 40 Arab-Is'l Il/Suez 1956 Israel, UK, France,

 Egypt
 41 Muskat-Oman 1957-59 UK

 42 1&2 Iraqi-Kurdish 1961-64 Syria
 43 Yemen Civil War 1962-69 Yemen, Egypt
 44 Aden Decolonization 1963-67 UK

 45 Oman-Dhofar 1965-75 UK, Iran, Jordan
 46 Arab Israeli III 1967 Israel, Syria, Egypt,

 Jordan
 47 War of Attrition 1969-70 Israel, Egypt, USSR
 48 S. Yemen/Sa. Arabia 1969 South Yemen, Saudi

 Arabia

 49 Black September 1970-71 Jordan, Syria
 50 Yemen 1972 North Yemen, South

 Yemen

 51 Arab-Israeli IV 1973 Egypt» Syria, Iraq, Israel
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 No. Name Year(s) Participants (state actors)

 52 Lebanese War 1975- Israel, Syria, Lebanon
 53 Iraq-Kurds 1976- Iraq, Iran, Turkey
 54 North Yemen 1978-82 North Yemen, South

 Yemen

 55 Afghanistan 1978- USSR
 56 Iran-Iraq 1980-88 Iran, Iraq

 South Asia

 57 Indonesian Decolon. 1945-49 Holland, UK
 58 Indochina 1946-54 France

 59 India-Pakistan 1947-49 India, Pakistan
 60 Malaysian Emergency 1948-60 UK
 61 Vietnam 1957-75 S. Vietnam, N. Vietnam,

 USA, China
 1965-73: Australia,
 S. Korea, Philippines,
 New Zealand

 62 Indonesian Civil 1958-61 Indonesia, USA
 63 Laos Civil I 1960-61 Thailand

 64 West Papua 1962 Indonesia, Holland
 65 Sino-Indian 1962 China, India
 66 Brunei 1962 UK

 67 Laos Civil II 1963-73 Laos, N. Vietnam, USA,
 Thailand, S. Vietnam

 68 Indonesia/Malaysia 1963-66 Indonesia, Malaysia,
 UK, Australia,
 N. Zealand

 69 India-Pakistan 1965 India, Pakistan
 70 Kashmir 1965 Pakistan, India
 71 Cambodia 1968-75 N. Vietnam, Cambodia,

 USA, S. Vietnam
 72 Bangladesh 1971 Pakistan, India
 73 Ceylon 1971 India
 74 Laos (Hmong) 1975-79 Vietnam
 75 Cambodia 1975- To 1979: Vietnam,

 Cambodia

 Past 1979: Vietnam

 76 Sino-Vietnamese 1979-88 China, Vietnam
 77 Tamil Conflict 1983- India

 78 Siachen Glacier 1984-89 Pakistan, India
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 Afa. Name Year(s) Participants (state actors)

 79 Thailand/Laos 1987-88 Thailand, Laos

 East Asia

 80 Korean War 1950-53 N. Korea, China,
 S. Korea, USA, Canada,
 Colombia, UK, Holland,

 Belgium, Luxembourg,
 France, Greece,

 Ethiopia, S. Africa,
 Turkey, Thailand,
 Philippines, Australia,
 New Zealand

 81 Tibet 1950 China

 82 Quemoy 1954 China, Taiwan, USA
 83 China/Taiwan 1955 China, Taiwan

 84 Quemoy II 1958 China, Taiwan

 Source: Gantzel and Schwinghammer (see note 32), pp. 49-86

 Notes

 Earlier versions of this article were presented at the 1996 meeting of the In-
 ternational Studies Association in San Diego, Calif, and at the 1996 meeting
 of the International Studies Association-Midwest Region in St. Louis, Mo.
 For helpful comments we thank Evelyn Davidheiser, Heinz Gärtner, Nils Pet-
 ter Gleditsch, Donald Granberg, John Freeman, Rus Moses, Dan Reiter,
 Diana Richards, David Spiro, Herbert Tillema, Erich Weede, and partici-
 pants in the International Relations Colloquium at the University of Min-
 nesota. Klaus Jürgen Gantzel and Thomas Rabehl kindly provided us with
 their data. Ido Oren 's research was assisted by an award from the Social Sci-
 ence Research Council of an SSRC-MacArthur Foundation Fellowship on
 Peace and Security in a Changing World.

 1. See Jack Levy, "Domestic Politics and War," in Robert Rothberg and
 Theodore Rabb, eds., The Origins and Prevention of Major Wars (Cambridge:
 Cambridge University Press, 1989), pp. 79-100. The concept of "images" of
 international relations is from Kenneth Waltz, Man, the State and War (New
 York: Columbia University Press, 1954).

 2. Melvin Small andj. David Singer, "The War Proneness of Democratic
 Regimes, 1816-1965," Jerusalem Journal of International Relations 1 (summer
 1976):50-69; Steve Chan, "Mirror, Mirror on the Wall . . . Are the Freer
 Countries More Pacific?" Journal of Conflict Resolution 28 (December 1984):
 617-648; Levy, "Domestic Politics and War"; Bruce Russett, Grasping the De-
 mocratic Peace: Principles for a Post-Cold War World (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
 versity Press, 1993), p. 11.
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 3. See, e.g., Michael Doyle, "Liberalism and World Politics," American
 Political Science Review SO (December 1986) :1 151-1 161; Zeev Maoz and Nas-
 rin Abdulali, "Regime Type and International Conflict," Journal of Conflict
 Resolution 33 (March 1989):3-35; Russett, note 2.

 4. For dissenting analyses see David Spiro, "The Insignificance of the
 Liberal Peace," International Security 19 (fall 1994):50-86; Henry Färber and
 Joanne Gowa, "Polities and Peace," International Security 20 (fall 1995) :1 23-146.

 5. Levy, note 1, p. 88.
 6. See Ido Oren, "The Subjectivity of the 'Democratic' Peace: Chang-

 ing U.S. Perceptions of Imperial Germany," International Security 20 (fall
 1995):147-184.

 7. In the words of Scott Gates, Torbjorn Knutsen, andjonathon Moses:
 "Given enough time and RAM, we might conceivably find other variables
 which correlate as strongly with 'peace' as does democracy" - "Democracy
 and Peace: A More Skeptical View," Journal of Peace Research 33 (February
 1996): 1-10 (quote on 3). Gates, Knutsen, and Moses also note that even the
 democratic-peace literature itself uncovered a pattern of a peace among
 nondemocracies - members of the group of countries classified as 'anocra-
 cies" (between democracy and autocracy) have never fought one another
 (see Russett, note 2, p. 79).

 8. See V. Kubalkova and A. A. Cruikshank, Marxism-Leninism and Theory
 of International Relations (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980); Margot
 Light, The Soviet Theory of International Relations (New York: St. Martin's, 1988).

 9. Vladimir I. Lenin, Imperialism, The Highest Stage of Capitalism (Peking:
 Foreign Languages Press, 1916/1975); J. A. Hobson, Imperialism: A Study
 (London: Unwin Hyman, 1902/1988). See also Rudolph Hilferding, Finance
 Capital: A Study of the Latest Phase of Capitalist Development (London: Rout-
 ledge 8c Kegan Paul, 1922/1981).

 10. Kubalkova and Cruikshank, note 8; Light, note 8.
 1 1 . For thorough treatments of the theory that explicate and criticize it

 on its own terms, consult Kubalkova and Cruikshank, note 8; Light, note 8;
 Allen Lynch, The Soviet Study of International Relations (Cambridge: Cam-
 bridge University Press, 1987).

 12. See Gates, Knutsen, and Moses, note 7: 6-7.
 13. Kubalkova and Cruikshank, note 8, p. 219.
 14. Ibid., p. 198.
 15. Ibid., pp. 197-198.
 16. See Marie Lavigne, International Political Economy and Socialism (Cam-

 bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 63.
 17. Ibid., pp. 8-9.
 18. See President William Clinton, "Confronting the Challenges of a

 Broader World," U.S. State Department Dispatch 4 (1993):3; Anthony Lake,
 "From Containment to Enlargement," U.S. State Department Dispatch 4
 (1993):3.

 19. Lavigne, note 16, p. 63.
 20. For a Soviet publication making this distinction, see E. Leonidov and

 Y. Mikhailov, "Maoists' Anti-Popular Economic Policy," International Affairs
 (Moscow) 21 (February 1975):34-43. From a Western perspective, the dif-
 ferentiation of "Marxism-Leninism" and "Maoism" (i.e., the wrong kind of
 socialism) appeared to entail artificial ideological hairsplitting, noi: a legiti-
 mate theoretical move. Indeed, the reclassification of China as "Maoist," so
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 as to distance it from the Soviet Union, was obviously a post hoc product of
 the Sino-Soviet rift. But such ideological, post hoc, theorizing appears "ab-
 normal" only if one believes that US social-scientific theorizing about foreign
 countries is unaffected by changes in US diplomatic relations with these
 countries. In reality, US social-scientific concepts are greatly influenced by
 US foreign relations. For example, whereas presently imperial Germany is
 understood to have been an "autocracy," a century ago - when US-German
 relations were still cordial - US political scientists regarded Germany far
 more positively, as an advanced constitutional state whose efficient adminis-
 tration Americans should copy (see Oren, note 6). And whereas fascism is
 presently understood to have been a reactionary, right-wing movement, so
 long as the United States maintained cordial relations with Mussolini many
 US political scientists regarded Italian fascism as a progressive, modernizing
 force. See Ido Oren, "Corporatism and the Attraction of Fascism in Ameri-
 can Political Science," paper delivered at the annual meeting of the South-
 western Political Science Association, Houston, 1996. The Soviet reclassifi-
 cation of China after the rift appears abnormal only if compared with a
 mythical norm of US political science.

 As for China's image in the United States, in the early 1970s it under-
 went a transformation that was not unlike the one that occurred in Moscow.

 Whereas, in the past, Communist China was portrayed by the US media in
 the darkest of terms, once US-Chinese relations improved it was widely re-
 ported (while the terrible Cultural Revolution was still under way) that China
 was "moving to the Right," and that Chinese and Western values were far less
 divergent than previously believed. See Rob Knowles and Ido Oren, "Shifting
 US Attitudes Toward China," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, September 17, 1995.

 21. Assigning Yugoslavia to the developed socialist camp starting in 1949
 has little effect on our statistical findings, nor does reassigning Albania from
 the developed socialist to the developing socialist group.

 22. The information discussed above was gleaned from Roy Mellor, Come-
 con: Challenge to the West (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1971); Giuseppe
 Schiavone, The Institution of Come con (New York: Holmes and, Meier, 1981);
 CMEA Secretariat, The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, 30 Years (Moscow:
 CMEA Secretariat Economic Information Department, 1979); CMEA Secre-
 tariat, Survey of CMEA Activities in 1981 (Moscow: CMEA Secretariat, 1982); Vi-
 enna Institute for Comparative Economic Studies, Comecon Foreign Trade Data,
 1986 (New York: Greenwood Press, 1988); Lavigne, note 16.

 23. US Department of State, Atlas of U.S. Foreign Relations, 2d ed. (Wash-
 ington, D.C.: State Department, 1985); quoted in John Rourke, International
 Politics on the World Stage, 2d ed. (Guildford, Conn.: Dushkin Publishing,
 1989).

 24. See OECD homepage at http://www.oecd.org.
 25. Based on the comprehensive listing of system members compiled by

 the Correlates of War Project. See J. David Singer and Melvin Small, Corre-
 lates of War Project: International and Civil War Data, 1816-1992, computer files
 and codebook (Ann Arbor: Inter-University Consortium for Political and So-
 cial Research [distributor], 1994).

 26. The definition and measurement procedures of war employed by the
 COW project are fully explained in Melvin Small and J. David Singer, Resort
 to Arms: International and Civil Wars, 1816-1980 (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage,
 1982); Singer and Small, Correlates of War Project.
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 27. See, e.g., Raymond Duvall, "An Appraisal of the Methodological and
 Statistical Procedures of the Correlates of War Project," in Francis Hoole and
 Dina Zinnes, eds., Quantitative International Politics (New York: Praeger,
 1976), pp. 67-98.

 28. Herbert Tillema, International Armed Conflict Since 1943: A Biblio-
 graphic Handbook of Wars and Military Interventions (Boulder: Westview Press,
 1991), pp. 11-12. In coding our data, we followed the listing of international
 armed conflicts provided in pp. 277-286 of Tillema's handbook. The list
 specifies the years in which each conflict began/ended and the names of the
 parties involved. To the extent that some states participated in a conflict for
 only a part of its total duration, these states were coded as participants for
 their years of active involvement alone (the information about the conflict
 involvement dates of individual states was gleaned from the short conflict
 narratives that make up the bulk of Tillema's handbook). We excluded from
 our data-set parties to conflict who at the time of their participation were not
 recognized as members of the international system (e.g., national liberation
 fronts). As a rule, Tillema did not distinguish between UN-sponsored and
 non-UN sponsored foreign interventions on the grounds that influential UN
 members often used the organization's flag as a cover for their selfish inter-
 ests (p. 6). This rule is generally sensible, but we feel that in one case
 Tillema applied it somewhat too rigidly; namely, when he coded the mem-
 bers of the UNIFIL peacekeeping force (Fiji, Finland, Ghana, Ireland, etc.)
 as participants in the Lebanese conflict. In our judgment, the UNIFIL con-
 tingent is a genuine peacekeeping force, and therefore we did not code its
 members as active participants in the conflict. At any rate, our statistical re-
 sults are not significantly affected by this coding decision.

 29. See Istvan Kende, "Twenty Five Years of Local Wars," Journal of Peace
 Research 8, no. 1 (1971):5-22; I. Kende, "Wars of Ten Years (1967-1976),"
 Journal of Peace Research 15, no. 3 (1978):227-241.

 30. See Dietrich Jung, Klaus Schlichte, and Jens Siegelberg, Ongoing
 Wars and Their Explanation," unpub. manuscript, University of Hamburg,
 1994, p. 15.

 31. Ibid., p. 3.
 32. For a full listing of the wars, see Klaus Jürgen Gantzel and Torsten

 Schwinghammer, Die Kriege nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg 1945 bis 1992: Daten
 und Tendenzen (Münster: Lit Verlag, 1994), pp. 49-86.

 33. Also, in cases of civil wars with foreign intervention, we coded the
 pertinent state's government as a participant only if the foreign intervention
 was directed against the government.

 34. Unlike Gantzel's data, which are available in German only, listings ot
 the wars identified by COW researchers and by Herbert Tillema are widely
 available in English; therefore, we chose not to reproduce them here.

 35. James McClave and Frank Dietrich, Statistics, 5th ed. (San Francisco:
 Dellen, 1991), p. 627.

 36. The expected value denotes the frequency of war we would have ex-
 pected to observe in each cell if variation in socioeconomic structure had
 nothing to do with variation in war propensity. The expected frequencies in
 each cell are estimated by multiplying the relevant row/column marginals by
 each other and dividing the product by the sample's total size.

 37. See McClave and Dietrich, note 35, ch. 12.
 38. In the cases of states whose classification changed in midper iod from

 developing capitalist to developing socialist, to the extent that they were
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 involved in an ongoing war at the time of the transition, we coded them as
 having entered the war twice, before and after the transition.

 39. It should be noted that the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan is not
 recorded by the most recent version of the COW interstate/extrasystemic
 war listing. The reason for this omission is not clear to us; the other two
 data-sets do include the Afghanistan war.

 40. The "American-ness" of the science of international relations is the

 theme of Stanley Hoffmann, "An American Social Science: International Re-
 lations," Daedalus 106, no. 3 (1977):41-60.
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